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For release at 5:30 a.m. (PDT), on 05/28/15  

 
Iteris Announces General Availability of ClearAg  

- General Availability Features Include New Crop Health Advisory Services for 

Planting and Harvest Timing, Pest and Disease Emergence, Crop Nutrition, Crop 

Canopy Conditions, and Irrigation –  

SANTA ANA, Calif. – May 28, 2015 – Iteris, Inc. (NYSE MKT: ITI), a leader in providing information 
solutions to the transportation and agriculture markets, announced the general availability of ClearAg™, 
a decision support application for precision farming.  
 
The new ClearAg features, which are available internationally, are Crop Health Advisory Services that 
assist in defining, defending, and clarifying what is happening in farm fields. Crop Health Advisory 
Services feature new endpoints around planting and harvest timing, pest and disease emergence, crop 
nutrition, crop canopy conditions, and irrigation.  
 
Agribusinesses, crop consultants, and growers can access the ClearAg crop health and decision support 
product suite through the ClearAg web application or through a programmatic data service via APIs that 
readily integrate with third-party agriculture software applications. 
 
“With the production release of our ClearAg APIs and ClearAg App, we look forward to equipping the 
agriculture industry with the highest quality, field-level weather, water, global soil and crop health 
information for effective farm operations,” said Tom Blair, senior vice president of Iteris’ Performance 
Analytics Division. “Following positive and constructive feedback from our ClearAg beta program, 
general availability of our ClearAg App and ClearAg APIs enable agribusinesses and growers to 
understand what is going on in their fields at any given moment. Whether they are in the field or in the 
office, whether they use the ClearAg App, or their own App empowered by ClearAg APIs, we are 
committed to empowering our customers with the best information so they can make better, faster, 
and more informed decisions from seed selection to planting and harvest timing.” 
 
The new ClearAg precision farming services follow previous product launches of ClearAg Select field-
level precision weather and ClearAg Prime global soil application services. Together, ClearAg decision 
support products optimize crop production, maximize farm management resources, increase crop yield, 
and improve field operations. 

ClearAg is a decision support application for precision farming built upon Iteris’ EMPower™ adaptive 
forecasting engine. As new information becomes available, the ClearAg system adapts to provide the 
most accurate, location-based information available on a worldwide basis. ClearAg’s patented 
technologies combine global, multi-sensor weather analyses, ensemble-based weather forecasting, 
customized soil modeling, and a staff of expert meteorologists to create what we believe to be the most 
accurate, science-based environmental information available. ClearAg leverages Iteris’ precision 
weather and global soil content with the power of agronomic models to solve complex agricultural 
challenges. 

http://www.iteris.com/
http://www.iteris.com/products/software/clearag
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.clearag.com&esheet=51099477&newsitemid=20150511005219&lan=en-US&anchor=ClearAg&index=3&md5=758759bc4828d9367f0a577cdcbd6ca1
http://www.iteris.com/solutions/weather-analytics
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Follow Iteris ClearAg on Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube to stay up-to-date on our offerings. 

About Iteris, Inc. 
Iteris, Inc. (NYSE MKT: ITI) is a leader in providing information solutions to the transportation and 
agriculture markets. We are focused on providing this information to practitioners in these markets to 
improve their effectiveness and efficiency. By combining our expertise, unique IP and information 
infrastructure in a suite of products and services, Iteris offers a broad range of solutions to both 
domestic and international customers. The firm is headquartered in Santa Ana, California, with offices 
throughout the U.S. and in select locations internationally. For more information, please 
visit www.iteris.com or call 1-888-329-4483. Also visit us on Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube. 
 
Safe Harbor Statement under the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 
This release may contain forward-looking statements, which speak only as of the date hereof and are 
based upon our current expectations and the information available to us at this time. Words such as  
"believes," "anticipates," "expects," "intends," "plans," "seeks," "estimates," "may," “should,” "can," and 
variations of these words or similar expressions are intended to identify forward-looking statements. 
These statements include, but are not limited to, statements about the future capabilities and benefits 
of our ClearAg advisory services and related solutions.  Such statements are not guarantees of future 
performance and are subject to certain risks, uncertainties, and assumptions that are difficult to predict, 
and actual results could differ materially and adversely from those expressed in any forward-looking 
statements as a result of various factors.  
 
Important factors that may cause such a difference include, but are not limited to, our ability to 
successfully develop, complete, roll out and gain broad market acceptance for our ClearAg solutions, the 
challenges in the development of software-based solutions generally; the future adoption of technology 
based analytics solutions in the agriculture market; and the potential impact of product and service 
offerings from competitors and such competitors’ patent coverage and claims.  Further information on 
Iteris, Inc., including additional risk factors that may affect our forward looking statements, is contained 
in our Annual Report on Form 10-K, our Quarterly Reports on Form 10-Q, our Current Reports on Form 
8-K, and our other SEC filings that are available through the SEC’s website (www.sec.gov). 
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http://www.facebook.com/iterisclearag
http://www.twitter.com/iteris_clearag
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCfmVambsJTfMSCen7FsMOdQ
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.iteris.com%2F&esheet=51099477&newsitemid=20150511005219&lan=en-US&anchor=www.iteris.com&index=7&md5=b76816dd5a87de85edc49e4e09b9f2e2
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2Fpages%2FIteris-Transportation-Management-Solutions%2F202838216412564%3Fsk%3Dwall&esheet=51099477&newsitemid=20150511005219&lan=en-US&anchor=Facebook&index=8&md5=78eee2b7b3578696ce653699e024b402
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FIteris&esheet=51099477&newsitemid=20150511005219&lan=en-US&anchor=Twitter&index=9&md5=6e72246c2e847f2e36e69ed653446216
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fuser%2FIterisSolutions&esheet=51099477&newsitemid=20150511005219&lan=en-US&anchor=YouTube&index=10&md5=018708c248cdb4d58830fe074c30ab89
mailto:ITI@liolios.com

